
INNOVATION...ON DEMAND

Identification, automation and management
at your fingertips
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ABOUT US

A background in information technology reflecting the vertical 
specialization of each member: herein lies the strength of this group
of the top-notch professionals, experts in the technologies required
to identify, automate and manage data.
Applying a project-based approach, Tenenga Alliance Group (TAG) 
starts out with the traceability and reverse traceability of items, 
animals or people, including the most in-depth understanding
of the processes characterizing the entire chain of organization.
This singularity of vision results in intelligent recognition systems 
(one- and two-dimensional barcodes, Rfid, Nfc) to communicate with 
any type of management system, introducing security, flexibility, speed
and efficiency into any operating environment and any sector: 
transport & logistics, manufacturing, food, automotive, entertainment, 
edutainment, oil & gas, Pa, fashion and retail, health.

HOW WE WORK
 
Tenenga Alliance Group is much more than a provider, much more 
than a system integrator. So where do we start? From the fact
that each and every business has its own logic for information 
management, with corporate dynamics characterized by different 
needs, infrastructures and processes. Innovation kicks off with 
in-depth analysis, consultation, design, testing and implementation 
and includes support, training and assistance — a partnership in 
which the collaboration starts only after the needs are fully
understood, the goals defined and after the environment into which 
the technologies are to be integrated has been studied.
And this is possible because the team brings  together all sorts of 
specialists — hardware, software, networking and services specialists 
— each bringing skills that ensure faster understanding of the 
problems and solutions.

No business can survive without information management
and good information management cannot exist without
a system that can intelligently resolve everything that occurs 
within the organization.
 

Automatic identification is a technology that brings intelligent 
service to bear on things, animals and people, enabling companies 
and organizations to better manage (and more thoroughly 
understand) each and every phase of the business process.

WHAT
WE DO

IN WHICH
FIELDS

LOGISTICA
- TRASPORTI
- FIELD FORCE AUTOMATION
- FASHION
- MANUFACTURING
- AUTOMOTIVE
- OIL & ENERGY
- RETAIL
- HORECA
- SANITÀ
- TELCO
- EDUCATION
- FINANCE&INSURANCE
- PA & GOVERNANCE
- MANIFESTAZIONI ED EVENTI
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WHAT WE OFFER

Tenenga Alliance Group designs automation solutions to provide 
transparent data, effective operations and functional coverage, 
reducing time and errors and guaranteeing unfailing results for public 
and private companies and organizations.
Besides the value of application development, the hardware
is another important asset offered, the result of keen assessment, 
selecting the brands and systems not just on the basis of their 
cost/performance ratios but also studying the return on investment 
jointly with the customer.
So many best solution specifications have been implemented for 
printers, barcode labels, Rfid and Nfc systems, 1D and 2D fixed and 
hand-held barcode scanners, biometrics systems, AIDC (Automatic 
Data Capture) systems, scanning tunnels, interactive totems and 
objects rendered intelligent thanks to the advanced use of sensors.

Our strength is the union of competencies and expertise.
Over the years we have worked up major information
technology projects, working side-by-side with Italian
companies.

Here are a few
of our on demand
solutions

TELCO
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FINANCE
&INSURANCE

PA & 
GOVERNANCE

EVENTS &
EXHIBITIONS 

STORE
MANAGEMENT

EVENT
MANAGEMENT

LOYALTY
MANAGEMENT

Describo to track and trace meats from farm to point of sale
Fides Code for certified waste collection 
Find it! asset management
Meetus to manage meetings
Omniscale to manage points of sale fit with electronic scales
Pocket Data to gather data using portable terminals
Pocket Office mobility solutions (Order Entry, CRM, etc.)
Start for operating room management of surgical devices
Toms the digital signage system
Warehouse for physical warehouse management

digital signage
management of weighing systems

VISUAL CONTENT
MANAGEMENT

business web Tv

content management

MULTIMEDIA
MANAGEMENT

WORK FORCE
AUTOMATION

SUPPORT

MAINTENANCE

UPDATING

MIGRATION

REVISION

AFTER MARKET

augmented reality

off-truck sales

meter reader & maintenance
proof of delivery

order entry

CONSULTATION

ANALYSIS

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

SUPPLY

TRAINING

ADVANCE SALES

 technician management



Registered office: 
via A. Dalla Rovere 19
40017 San Giovanni in Persiceto (BO) Italy

Operations office:
via S. Quasimodo 40
40013 Castel Maggiore (BO) Italy

tel. +39 051 0397133 
fax +39 051 0397129
contact@tenenga.it

www.tenenga.it

Tax No.: 02956661207 - Share Cap. Euro 40.000,00 fully paid up - REA BO no. 480444 - Reg. of Companies of Bologna no. 02956661207 
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